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LEAGUE! 
So whatll it be? Shooting hoops with 

a bunch of nobodies. Or playing with the 
baddest of the NBA's big boys. 

Get real. It’s Lakers vs. Celtics & the 
NBA* Playoffs"every time. 

The only Sega’Genesis'game with \ 
real NBA teams-1990‘s eight playoff 
contenders plus the East and West All Stars. 

The only one with real players. Jordan, 
Chambers, Robinson, Isiah, The Mailman, Ewing, and 

114 other household names. 
For unbeatable five on five action. 

The only one with real signature moves, too. The 
slams, jams, and three pointers lhat made the stars 
famous. 

Even real stats from the 1990 /§|e»\ 
season. And a half-time 
sports show 

In other words, action as 
big and intense as basketball itself. 
Big sound. Intense graphics. Killer animation. For one 
or two players. 

You think you can find this level of play anywhere 
else? Come on, get real. 

Rule the court. Full-court action with 
everything from fouls to last breaks. All to 
the tune of a sizzling stereo soundtrack. 





Find out what hot and not in 
1990! EGM names the best and 
worst of the year, along with other 
topics that made 1990 the best 
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THE HOTTEST YEAR EUER 

FOR ELECTRONIC GAMING 
Video games have come a long way in just one year. 
Besides witnessing Nintendo cement their role as the leader of the industry 

and watch the up-and-coming sixteen bit contenders slug it out for the silver 
and bronze, many other developments have occured that will greatly impact 
our hobby in the months to come. 

First and foremost is the rumor that Nintendo will soon give third-party 
licensees the right to manufacturer their NES compatible game carts as well 
as determine the volume of allocation that any one particular game receives. 
This type of action would undoubtedly open up the doors to a countless 
number of high-quality games that have been passed over in the U.S. due to 
special custom chip sets designed by the respective manufacturer in Japan. 
Konami and SunSoft are just a few of the many companies that have 
designed chips to boost the power of the Nintendo 8-Bit. While an 
announcement from reliable Japanese press sources indicated that Nintendo 
would soon make such a move, Nintendo personally issued a memo to all 
licensees telling them, in effect, not to hold their breath. Realistically, 
however, such a action will most likely take place as production continues to 
shift to the 16-Bit Super Famicom. 

Speaking of the Super Famicom, this 16-Bit mega-monster was recently 
unveiled to the public at the Nintendo Expo in Japan (see page 28 for our 
complete coverage of the Super Fami and the games it plays). While the unit 
is being offered as a dedicated console in Japan, sources close to Nintendo 
have indicated that the American version of the Super Famicom, set for 
release in the fall of 1991, will actually be a peripheral that attaches to the 
underside of the normal NES! This will allow Nintendo to reduce the price of 
the hardware base, which keeping the aging 8-Bit machine viable in the face 
of more advanced systems from Sega and NEC. 

You can count on both Sega and NEC to remain in the running, however, 
with special upgrades of their own. The long-awaited Sega Genesis CD- 
ROM system will finally be shown next spring, enhancing the audio and play 
capabilities of the Genesis ever further than they've been pushed before. 
Sega also has an advanced hand-held system with television capabilities due 
out in Japan this September and in the states next year. NEC, on the other 
hand, will attack with their upscale portable, the Turbo Express. A secret 
company has even developed a hand-held capable of playing the games of 
ALL systems with minor modifications! A truly remarkable machine. 

Yes, 1990 was a great year for gaming. Plenty of games appeared, new 
systems came into their own, and public interest remains high for a hobby 
that has no limitations. Looking ahead there are more peaks and valleys 
waiting, but the brief description of what tomorrow is promising to bring leaves 
me with high expectations of where electronic gaming will be next year and 
ten years after that. 

The Super Famicom SFX, Game Gear, Genesis CD-ROM, Turbo Express, 
Lynx 2, Neo-Geo, Konix Multi-System and the hundreds of games they 
promise to play have me looking to 1991 as the best year yet! I can't wait! 

STEVE HARRIS 
Editor 
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THE EPIC NINJA QUEST 

THE 
ADVENTURE 
BEGINS! 



an urge to have fun! That is what 
Sega had in mind when they pub¬ 
lished the book. I say let Phantasy 
Star 3 and Vermilion players decide 
for themselves. 

Steve Tanous 
Greenwood, MS 

(ed. We received many letters lately 
regarding the tip books, and most 
players seem to be in favor of them. 
Our only reservations about such 
books being included with the 
purchase of the game are that they 
do allow players to have valuable 
inside information that not only 
decreases the number of playing 
hours, but also enable novice players 
to finish a game before more 
experienced gamers, thus pressuring 
the player who doesn't use the book 
to do the same. While it is true that 
the decision to refer to books like 
these should remain up to the players 
themselves, Sega could temper some 
of these impulses by offering the 
book separately or providing a mail-in 
card that would require at least a few 
weeks time playing solo before the 
answers are given. What do you 
think?) 

16-BIT TURTLES? 
I was iloking at issue 12 and there 

were rumors about Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles on the NES-SFX. Are 
they going to have it, because NES 
has just made Ninja Turtles 2. 

Donald Blakeslee 
Westerville, OH 

Your magazine is one ot the best 
video game mags around. It is written 
in detail from beginning to end. Now I 
have a few questions about the Super 
Famicom SFX. Will there be a Ninja 
GaiDen 3 or the arcade Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles? 

S.M.K. 

(ed. Will the heroes in a half shell go 
16-Bit? It appears that they will, but 
not on the Genesis as many people 
believe. Inside sources indicate that 
Konami will follow-up their release of 
TMNT - The Arcade Game on NES, 

adventure for the 16-Bit Nintendo!) 

GIVE ME SUPER FAMICOM!!! 
I read your article about the 

impending release of the Nintendo 
16-Bit Famicom in the U.S. with great 
interest. In fact, I've already begun to 

I would bet that many of your read¬ 
ers would be interested in knowing 
the truth about the Super Famicom. 
Please tell me if the 16-Bit Nintendo 
going to be released here or not? If 
not, I'll buy a Turbo or a Genesis. 

Paul Geldston 
Brooklyn, NY 

Could you tell me when the 16-Bit 
Super Nintendo SFX is to be released 
in the U.S.? Will Super Mario 4 be 
packaged with the system? How 
much will it cost? 

Mike McReynold 
Aurora, IL 

I' m a very careful consumer, 
especially when it comes to buying 
video game systems, so I decided to 
buy the Sega Genesis. Then one day 
I read your article on the Super 
Famicom and it almost made me lose 
my head after you said that this was 
the most powerful system created! 
My question is what is Sega going to 
do about this? Will the Sega Genesis 
be another loser when the SFX 
comes out from the fiercely 
competitive world of Nintendoland? 

T.W.Y. 

I have an important question. Does 
Super Mario 4, Zelda 3 and Dragonfly 
come with the Super Famicom 
system? Secondly, I was wondering if 
you could have some screenshots of 
some of the games that have already 
been completed for the Super 
Famicom. 

Jose Ventura 
Washington, D.C. 

After reading your number 13 issue, 
I must say I was thoroughly impress¬ 
ed with your efforts. Your coverage of 
the Tokyo Toy Show was more than 
interesting and the CES coverage 
was excellent! No other mag can 

thing to ask of you, though. We, as 
gamers, would like to see some more 
info on the SFX (a.k.a. Super Fami¬ 
com) games currently near or at com¬ 
pletion. The plot of Zelda 3 would be 
nice, along with a screen shot of its 
title screen and parts of the game. Al¬ 
so another Super Mario World shot 
would be great. I appreciated your 
coverage of Super Famicomand look 
forward for the coverage to come. 

Ron Young 
Fremont, OH 

(ed. After more than a year of waiting 
for the Super Famicom's release, the 
editors of EGM have finally had 
hand's on tests of this incredible new 
machine. Unveiled to the Japanese 
trade on August 28 in Tokyo, the 
EGM editorial team was in line to pre¬ 
view the machine and the dozen-plus 
games present for the introduction. 

While there was unanimous praise 
for Nintendo's latest hardware coup, it 
was the software that really made this 
system shineI Super Mario World, 
Final Fight, FI-Type 2, Gradius 3 and 
other titles had our eyes popping, our 
eyes open and our hands moving to 
overcome the arcade-quality adver¬ 
saries! For our complete report with 
all the hard facts and no wimpy 
rumors directly from Japan, including 
the latest information, photos of all 
the games and our impressions of 
how the market will change when the 
16-Bitter is introduced into the U.S. 
next year, turn to page 28. 

GAMING MAGS IN JAPAN 
I heard that you get information 

from many video game magazines in 
Japan and that your company gets 
these magazines from Japan. How 
could I get some? 

Alan Haberman 
North Lauderdale, FL 

(ed. Stay tuned! We'll visit Japanese 
game mags next issue!) 





Golgo 13™ 
Air wolves and iron tanks? Hey, this dude eats heavy metal 

for breakfast. The man likes to pack a custom M-16, but his 
karate kicks to the chops are just as deadly. He's anybody's 
agent if the price is right; and he’s everybody's worst 
nightmare. Golgo 13™ is the secret code for action. Air 
combat anyone? Golgo 13™ takes you right up the tailpipes of 
bellowing bombers, right through the little choppers, and right 
around screaming interceptors. Whether it's crunching karate 
combat, tense underwater tank warfare, or the sizzling laser 
fights in the best mazes in video, Golgo 13™ means action. In 
fact, there's so much action that you'll probably wear down the 
B-button. 

Kid Kool™ 
In a realm that might have been, in a time that could have 

been long ago, or just tomorrow, a good king lies dying. The 
enemies of the north are massing for an attack on his kingdom. 

The good king's sorcerer has been searching for magic and 
out of desperation pulls a rockin' rebel from the eighties back in 
time. Kid Kool™ is sent on a quest to help retrieve the seven 
wonder herbs, the only hope to save the king. 

At the break of dawn, the eerie sounds of heavily-laden tanks 
pierce the morning calm. The metallic reflection in the distance 
only proves that the sun is bright, but who is it? 

Are these tanks the armored support you called for, or has the 
red machine broken through? There is little time to react. Should 
you wait till your men are in range, or should you attack them 

As Commander-in Chief, you've got no time to waste. 

The Mafat Conspiracy™ 
A “StarWars” satellite has been snatched out of earth orbit, 

the inventor of satellite capture technology has disappeared, the 
C.I.A. and the K.G.B. are blaming each other, and the world 
edges toward nuclear oblivion. 

Golgo 13 is back just in time. The Mafat Conspiracy™ is a 
phantasmagora of action and interaction. Your eyeballs will 
stretch from their sockets as you speed through Europe in 
Golgo's Ferrari. Your bones will rattle as you leap across the 
cars on the Orient Express. And if you think you've seen bad 
dudes, wait till you feel the power of Duke Togo's wicked 
karate kick. 

The Mafat Conspiracy™ is for those who demand the very 
best in video games. See it at World of Nintendo, and we'll 
prove it to you! 



All-Pro Basketball™ 
Bored with simple-minded one-on-one basketball? 

Disappointed that only three men on your team can dribble 
down court? In a foul mood because the guy who made the 
basketball game you bought seems to be using hockey rules? 

If you're a die-hard gym rat who can play the game, and 
expect your competition to be the same way, then it's time to 
play ball because All-Pro Basketball™ has arrived. 

All-Pro is true all-court Five-On-Five basketball complete 
with long-range jumpers, in-your-face stuffs, passes, steals, 
rebounds, fouls, and even a half-time show. 

If you're new to basketball, buy the other games. But if 
you're a real basketball junkie, leave that weak stuff on your 
home court, and let's get down to the pro game. 

Terra Cresta™ 
Bored with action on earth? Sick of hohumming it around 

the neighborhood? Need some excitement in your life? 
Take off into space with Terra Cresta™. You'll be hurled 

in to space and thrown into a fight with the evil forces of 
darkness. Only you can break through the enemy's treachery 
and beat Mandora, the Supreme Commander of the evil that 

Clash at Demonhead™ 
Professor Plum and his designs for the dreaded, 

death-dealing doomsday device, Dead End, are in the clutches 
of the diabolical Lawbreakers-a sinister society dedicated to 
the destruction of mankind. It's only a matter of time before 
the Dead End Device is assembled and the final countdown to 
global Armageddon begins. 

As Sgt. Billy “Big Bang” Blitz-the youngest and gutsiest 
commando of the Special Assault Brigade for Real 
Emergencies (S.A.B.R.E)-your mission is .to foil the 
Lawbreakers' insidious plot. To accomplish your mission, you 
must find the shortest route to the summit of Demonhead 
Mountain, where the poor professor is being held prisoner. 
Rescue the professor, and you save the world from total 
destruction. But if you should fail... 

Daedalian Opus™ 
The ancient land of Daedalus is governed by symmetry and 

time. It is a land, where your progress will be severely tested 
by the challenge of myriad shapes and blocks. It will take the 
art of Daedalus and the power of your mind to solve the 
confounding riddles of the blocks. To be beaten is ordinary, to 
achieve victory is an art. 
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to put a blister on your finger. Blast your way through ten lev¬ 
els of super graphics as you acquire an arsenal of weapons 
big enough to challenge the darkest forces of evil. Eleven huge 
boss enemies will put your magic to the test and push your 
Nintendo® skills to the limit as you battle for the life of the 
princess. The Spirit of the Dragon must triumph! 



BEST BCM AND 

With its explosive graphics and 
crisp detail, Sega has supported the 
Genesis translation of this arcade 
mega-hit beautifully, retaining all of 
the features that made the game 
such a sensation in the arcades. 
The level of technique in this game 
is outstanding, with multiple worlds 
each filled with their own unique 
challenges and dangers. 

It must be noted that while this 
soft has been evaluated while in 
EPROM form, we believe Strider 
presently is of such high quality that 
it deserves this unique honor of 
being the best of the year. As soon 
as a final ROM is available, we will 
report any changes which may alter 
this opinion. 

BEST GAME OF 

THE YEAR 

(NINTENDO) 

Konami's 
CASTLE VAN IA 3 

Konami has consistently topped 
themselves with this series, and in 
part three the game takes on a 
whole new appeal. Not only do we 
get the whip-totin', monster-sma- 
shin' action of the first game, but we 
get an involving storyline and quest 
that takes a shape-shifting Trevor 
Belmont (an ancestor of Simon) 
across Castlevania for the final (?) 
encounter with Dracula 

BEST GAME OF 

THE YEAR 

(TURBOGRAFX-16) 

NINJA SPIRIT 

This action title is set to become 
the standard by which all ninja 
games are based in the future. The 
level of intensity is unmatched, with 
multiple weapons, options and 
shadows all coming into play. The 
Bosses animate and fill the screen 
and truly provide a testament to 
what this system can do when 
motivated properly. Ninja Spirit 
stands out from a pack of lackluster 
slash-em-up yarns, and, in the 
process, earns our Turbo Game of 
the Year award. 

BEST HAND¬ 

HELD GAME OF 

THE YEAR 

Atari's BLUE 
LIGHTNING 

While it proved to be nothing 
revolutionary in concept, Blue 
Lightning blew us all away not only 
with the colorful graphics afforded 
by the Lynx, but also with the first 
really effective use of scaling in a 
home system. This function comes 
off great in Blue Lightning, providing 
a real glimpse at just how powerful 
this little unit is. 

This game wins once again with 
superbly drawn graphics with 
independant background scrolling 
and huge full-screen characters that 
blow everything else away! 

SOUND IN A 

VIDEO GAME 

NEC'S 
Y'S BOOK ONE 

AND TWO 

NEC wins this category again with 
a CD masterpiece that puts all other 
game systems to shame. The 
outstanding use of voice and real 
music from the CD and integrating it 
into the game program itself is 
amazing, and Y's is the first U.S. 
effort to take advantage of all the 
capabilities of CD-ROM. True, CD- 
ROM is priced higher, but with 
incredible games like Y's, the pinch 
in the pocketbook is a little easier to 
live with. Over 24 minutes of voice 
and music tracks highlight this 
outstanding effort. 

Sega's GENESIS 

For the second year in a row the 
Genesis gets EGM's top honors as 
the best system on the market. 
While a lack of software mid-year 
threatened to hurt the machine's 
chances of a second system-of-the- 
year honor, Sega has diligently, 
albeit belated, fulfilled their 
promises for new softs. As more 
developers and third-party 
licensees embrace this system, the 
Genesis' prospects for the future 
appear solid despite the fact that 
Nintendo will launch a slightly 
superior system next year. For 
now, however, the Genesis is it! 
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BEST NEW 

SYSTEM OF 

THE YEAR... 

NEC'S 
TURBO EXPRESS 

BEST SPORTS- 

THEMED CAME 

Drivers take on a whole new look 
and feel in this excellent translation 
of the arcade game. Sega's packed 
in all new selections and added a 
world championship mode to 
increase the appeal of the game 
even more! It may not be the most 
conventional of sports, but the 
quality of this game made our 
decision unanamous. AND TWO 

This powerful pocket system is 
the most remarkable hand-held to 
yet appear, with several amazing 
features that elevate it above the 
rest of the pack. First and foremost 
is the quality of the screen display 
that retains its sharp edge despite 
its small size. The second, and 
more important, feature is the 
Express' ability to play all existing 
TurboGrafx-16 game software. 
This instantly gives the Express the 
largest library on the portable 
scene. The price is steep, but for 
the upscale gamer who wants the 
best, the Turbo Express is the ticket 

MOST 

CHALLENGING 

VIDEO GAME 

OF THE YEAR 

Sega's 

This epic RPG successfully 
follow-up the first game, with new 
lands to conquer and new myster¬ 
ies to solve. The game does get a 
bit drawn out in the middle, but for 
the most part, Star 2 is an awe¬ 
some challenge from beginning to 
end and one of the most complex 
games of the year to finish. Well 
worth it (but ditch the tip book)! 

BEST SEQUEL 

TO AN 

EXISTING GAME 

Capcoms 
MEGA MAN 3 

Just as part two one last year's 
award in this category, the third 
installment lives up to its 
predecessors completely. Eight 
new crazy opponents, in a wide 
variety of worlds, take Mega on and 
the result is great graphics and 
super play. Twist endings and 
more than enough technique with 
new characters like Mega's 
mechanical dog Rush make part 
three a winner! 

MOST EXCITING 
NEW THEME 

NEC'S 
BONK'S ADVENTURE 

NEC scored a hit with this card, 
and rightfully so. Bonk's Adventure 
took a conventional side-scrolling 
action theme and improved upon it 
by concentrating on technique as 
well as good looks. Bonk's attack 
mechanism was unique and went 
with the game perfectly, producing 
an all new type of video game 
adventure! 

With the help of CD technology, 
NEC has packed two full quests 
into one game, and created a 
storyline right out of a best-selling 
fantasy novel. We get to see (and 
hear) the tale of an entire land 
disappearing and then get equipped 
with dozens of different implements 
to aid us in the journey to unlock 
the secrets surrounding the event. 
This game is magnificent from 
beginning to end, blowing away all 
competing RPGs hands-down. 

BEST 

PERIPHERAL 

OF THE YEAR 

Galoob's 
GAME GENIE 

The Game Genie is the ultimate 
Nintendo peripheral, allowing YOU 
to alter the game to your own 
specifications. The Game Genie 
may never go on the market thanks 
to Nintendo's legal twists and turns, 
but despite that fact, we stand 
behind the Genie as a device that 
should be seen by a game playing 
public that wants the freedom of 
choice. When you buy a car does 
the dealer have the right to tell you 
what kind of tires to buy or what 
color to repaint the vehical down 
the road? Wise up Nintendo, you're 
not protect us, you're protecting 
yourselves. 
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WORST 

PROPAGANDA 

OF THE YEAR 

TURBO VS. 
GENESIS CARD 

When you ask NEC to compare 
the speed of their system next to 
Nintendo's, they give it to you in 
MHz. When you ask that they 
compare it to the Genesis, they give 
it to you MIPS (Millions of 
Instructions Per Second). That kind 
of thinking led to a little plastic card 
that NEC sends out to potential 
customers with such comparisons 
as sprites - Genesis with 80 and 
TurboGrafx with 64 (but larger). 

BEST LICENSE 

OF THE YEAR 

Acclaim's 
THE SIMPSON'S 

While the mechanics of this game 
have yet to be programmed, Ac¬ 
claim scored big with the title of the 
year. Bringing Bart and the rest of 
the misfits from the Simpson's is a 
coup for the company and whatever 
the game is like you can count on 
this cart to be a million copy seller! 

WORST LICENSE 

Sega's 
BUSTER DOUGLAS 
BOXING 

Don't get us wrong, we loved it 
when Buster busted Tyson and left 
him on the mat (and without his 
video game endorsement from the 
big N), but for Sega to extend 
themselves so far as to put this guy 
in the center stage of their 16-Bit 
boxing title when he's going up 
against Evander Holyfield is crazy. 
(We may have to eat our words on 
this one). 

BEST MOVIE TO 

GAME 

SunSoft's 
GREMLINS 2 

Winning last year with Batman, 
SunSoft is the only company around 
that can take a decent license and 
make a decent game. 

BEST ENDING 

IN A GAME 

Tecmo's 
NINJA GAIDEN 2 

The further adventures of Ryu 
Hayabusa came together 
magnificently in this story/game. 
Part three is due next summer, so 
you can count on more excitement 
from this series. 

WORST ENDING 
IN A GAME 

Sega's 
REVENGE OP 
SHINOBI 

Sega spoiled an excellent game 
packed full of great play and 
graphics by giving us two endings 
that were both wimpy. It was a 
great ride, but we found out we 
didn't go anywhere. 

THE MOST 

PROMISING 

GAME COMPANIES 

NATSUME, SEGA, 
CAPCOM, KONAMI, 
NINTENDO 

Natsume makes great game, 
Sega has a great system, Capcom 
and Konami both have major line¬ 
ups with few garbage games and 
Nintendo has the Super Famicom. 

20 

MOST LAWSUITS 

Nintendo 

There were a lot of specific 
choices here, but we went with only 
one. Nintendo, because they sue 
everyone. 

WORST MOVIE 

TO GAME 

Acclaim 
TOTAL RECALL 

You win some and you lose 
some. With Total Recall we all lost. 

tie 
Meldac's 
HEIANKYO ALIEN 
Vic Tokai's 
DAEDALIAN OPUS 

Come on companies. Can you 
honestly see a kid proclaiming to 
his friends with any degree of 
excitement that he beat Heiankyo 
Alien? I can't even pronouce itl 

WORST NAME FOR 

A GOOD GAME 

Hudson's 
ADVENTURES OF 
JACKIE CHAN 

Jackie Chan really is a great 
action game, but unfortunately 
Hudson won't enjoy the type of 
success they may have had had 
they named it Ninja Lords or 
something more conventional. 

All nominations and awards are 
based off of games that the EGM 
Review Crew was exposed to 
before September 1st and will be 
released this year. The decision 
of the judges is final. 







An action adventure from the Arabian Nights. 
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GAMING GOSSIP 
...Genesis Giga-Drive in Japan...Multi-System Hand-Held...Super Famicom in U.S....Lynx on TV.... 

Double Dragon 3 Coming Soon...Konami 16-Bit Games...Genesis CD-ROM Info... 

...First we get the Mega Drive, then the Game Gear, and now the Giga-Drive? The latest rumors from Japan tell 
of an even more advanced Sega system with scaling functions as well as the ability to manipulate a larger 
number of more colorful characters! Could it be true? From the one game company that seems to be taking an 
aggressive stab at just about anything, a Giga-Drive could be a possibility, but I have to see it with my own eyes 
first. Sure sounds rippin' though...Other Genesis updates include new info on the CD-ROM upgrade, which 
most definitely WILL be showcased at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago! Quartermann also 
hears rumblings that Sega will introduce the Game Gear in the coming months as well, to compete with the 
Nintendo LameBoy as the low-end portable of choice. Expect a price somewhere around $120 (as previously 
reported) and a selection of a dozen softs ranging from Super Monaco GP to Shinobi to G-LOC. 

...I don't have all the facts and figures yet. but Quartermann has learned of a super hand-held that will have the 
ability to play games compatible not only with the NES, but the Genesis and Turbo as well! What kind of 
adapters this thing will need to run haven't been detailed yet, but more information should be available in the 
coming months...Speaking of portables, the editors upstairs have just clued me in on a new device they carried 
back from Japan that lets you play Atari Lynx games on the big screen! The black box as they call it does 
pixelize the picture and give that good ol' 2600 feel, but the quality of the image is retained! The ultimate 
portable hardware WOULD make a super system, too bad the box costs what it does (close to a grand)!... 

...It looks more and more like the 16-Bit revolution is set to grow by leaps and bounds! Several new systems are 
in the works, but the machine I can't wait to get my hands on is the Nintendo 16-Bitter! It looks like the white 
shirts at Nintendo are going to bring this most super of systems to the U.S. in a new box, however, that hooks 
directly up to the old NES (and you traded yours for a Genesis - HA!). It's a decent idea that's sure to save 
money on extra power supplies, video cables, etc., just as long as the big N passes those savings along...Now 
that the Super Famicom has been officially released, turn to EGM for all the hard facts and none of those wimpy 
rumors you read about in other magazines... 

...On the other hand, to set some records straight, Nintendo's flight simulator for the 16-Bitter is called Pilot 
Wings, not Flight Club...As far as third-party support is concerned, count on Konami to dish up plenty of softs for 
the Super Fami starting with Gradius 3 (an eye-popper), and continuing with a 16-Bit version of Castlevania and 
Contra! As for the Turtles, which are dying to go up in class (not to mention graphics), look for another TMNT 
arcade game, with another NES follow-up based on that game. Then plan on a totally new Turtles adventure for 
the 16-Bit Nintendo! What could be next, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Basketball?...Other hot new games to 
watch out for in the months to come include Double Dragon 3 on the NES from Tradewest, an awesome two- 
player simultaneous action adventure with a whole new cast of creeps to maim and fight techniques to 
learn...Bandai also has a hot new action game called Ultimate Journey that’s loaded with power-packed 
graphics and a cool quest... 

....IT'S A GIRL for the always-loveable Karen Janus of SunSoft! Mum and babe are doing super...Attention Neo- 
Geo owners (all two-dozen of you), you can count on an awesome football game to appear sometime later in the 
year...And arcade gamers should be on the look out for two new hits from Atari Games, including Pit Fighter, a 
revolutionary new one-on-one fighting game that uses digitized graphics throughout, and Race Drivin', the 
sequel to Atari's mega-hit racing game, Hard Drivin', complete with new courses that include corkscrews... 

...All of you out there with VCR's might be wise to tape The Flash on CBS's death spot opposite the Cosby and 
Simpson clans. I've seen the pilot and while it's definitely inspired by Batman, it has a cool premise and unique 
look. Could a game be far behind?...One last footnote: Alien Storm, shown on page 26 of this issue, will be 
available as a card, not a CD... 

- QUARTERMANN 
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ELECTRONIC GAMING EXPRESS... 

SEGA ANNOUNCES INTRODUCTION OP 
CD-ROM INTERFACE FOR SPRING, 1991! 

One of the most-asked questions 
surrounding the Sega 16-Bit Gene¬ 
sis since its introduction last year 
concerned the possibilities of a CD- 
ROM interface similar to that found 
for use with the NEC TurboGrafx. 
While it is true that Sega was jointly 
developing a new 2.5" floppy disk 
system with Sony for the game sys¬ 
tem, no information had been re¬ 
leased on the unit or its capabilities. 

Recently, however, the EGM staff 
has learned of a CD-ROM system 
in the works for the Sega Genesis 
system. Sega has dropped the 
floppy disk drive idea in favor of a 
more attractive, and definitely more 
powerful, CD-ROM unit that will be 
compatible with the Genesis. 

The CD-ROM system that Sega is 
employing is very similar to the Tur¬ 
boGrafx CD player in most re¬ 
spects. Through the use of a CD 
interface that connects to the Gene¬ 
sis via the expansion port on the 
right side of the system, the 16-Bit¬ 
ter will be able to play games on 
specially encoded compact discs. 
The discs fit into the CD and then 
are converted into games. 

Although little information on the 
Genesis CD-ROM system is avail¬ 
able at this time, there are many ru- 

Sega's newest arcade entry, 
Alien Storm is heading for the 

16-Bitter on CD-ROM! 

mors circulating about the unit's ex¬ 
pected release date and potential. 

We've managed to dig up several 
things on the CD-ROM, including 
estimated release dates and prices. 
Although this information comes 
from reliable sources, it could 
change prior to final release. 

First of all, the Genesis CD-ROM 
is expected to be shown to Amer¬ 
ican audiences as early as the Win- 

Sega may also package older 
titles for play at a lower price! 

Shown here is Phantasy Star 3! 

ter Consumer Electronics Show in 
Las Vegas this January. The up¬ 
grade is also expected to go on sale 
sometime in the spring or early 
summer (the system will appear on 
Japanese store shelves next 
spring). The price of the unit now 
stands at a very appealing $199.00, 
although other sources have said 
that a more likely figure will be 
$250.00, still quite reasonable for 
technology lixe this. 

Sega is rumored to be very com- 
mited to the system and is expected 
to have several software titles avail¬ 
able for play on CD. Besides re¬ 
hashing older efforts onto lower- 
priced CDs (the price per soft is ex¬ 
pected to be between 25 and 30 
dollars), count on original titles that 
will use the CDs special abilities. 

For more information on the 
Genesis CD-ROM, check out the 
November issue of Mega Play, our 
All-Sega magazine! 
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super Famicom* 
in earlier issues of EGM,. the Super Famicom controll¬ 
ers also have two more additional buttons that reside 
on the top of the pad and serve as option buttons and 
menu oc ;-ators in several games. 

graphic abilities list¬ 
ed, the Super Famicom also has sev¬ 

eral other important features. Besides having a stan¬ 
dard RF output, the Super Famicom has a multi-pur¬ 
pose video output that will allow the system to operate 
in a number of different modes with optional adapters, 
including RGB and even Super VHS! Among the other 
Super Famicom surface details are dual joystick ports 
and a special 28 pin expansion port on the underside of 
the unit (see illustration on next page). 

SUPER FAMICOM S 

RELEASE IN THE U.S. 
Despite the fact that the Super Famicom will be avail¬ 

able in Japanese stores on November 21, for a retail 
price of 25,000 yen (roughly equal to $180.00), an 
exact launch for any similar system here in the U.S. is 
purely speculation at this point. Reliable rumors have 
surfaced regarding a stateside version of the unit, how¬ 
ever, which would be on display to American retailers 
sometime in the spring or summer of 1991 and go on 

Mario goes 16-Bit in Super Mario World 
29 
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One item that has been apparently decided is the 
name of the Super Famicom in the U.S. The current 
working title of the new Nintendo super machine is the 
NES-SFX (for Nintendo Entertainment System-Special 
Effects). The latest rumor surrounding the NES-SFX 
is that it will be a peripheral to the normal NES that is 
now in more millions of homes across the country. 
The American version of the Super Famicom will 
posedly attach to the underside of the Nintendo En¬ 
tertainment System through the expansion port. 

Such an arrangement would serve several pur¬ 
poses for the management of Nintendo. Introduc¬ 
ing the Nintendo 16-Bit as an add-on to the standard 
8-Bit will allow the video game titan to unveil new 
hardware and a new software line without phasing c 
the NES or making it less viable. Shipping the SFX 
a peripheral would also enable Nintendo to ' 
prices down to a minimum. The $180.00 Japanese 
is for the system only, no power supply, videi 
cables or game softs are included. Since Nir 
tendo of American would invariably be forced 
package the SFX with a game and the appropriate 
cables, unless of course the machine used the same 
cords employed by the host system. 

THE IMPACT OP 

NINTENDO'S 16-BITTER 
Whatever form it takes when it finally is releas¬ 

ed into the U.S. market, the Nintendo SFX is def¬ 
initely going to change the way we all think aboi 
home video gaming. While both the TurboGrafx and 
Genesis have had a significant impact 
games, neither machine can compare to the technical-1 
ly advanced Nintendo 16-Bitter, nor its scaling and ro¬ 
tation abilities. Since the SFX may not appear in a 
completely separate package, the appeal of the NES, 
while diminished somewhat, will remain active. 

Software support is another strong feature that Nin¬ 
tendo will have in its favor when the SFX appears 
here. Over a dozen games were on display at the Su¬ 
per Famicom's unveiling in Japan, and over a dozen 
more are in development, insuring a large selection of 
softs by the time the unit arrives in the states. Ninten¬ 
do's strict licensing agreements are also sure to be in 
effect, blocking some of the hottest titles like Final 
Fight, and Gradius 3 from competing systems. 

Having personally played with the next generation of 
video games, it doesn't take long to look at the Super 
Famicom and realize that the wizards of Nintendo 
have themselves another blockbuster! 

COMPANIES USHER IN THE ] 
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super Famicom 

THE MOST AMAZING 

SURER MARIO ADVENTURE 

OP THEM ALL!! 
The premiere piece of software shipping with the Super 

Famicom come November 21st, is the next chapter in the Su¬ 
per Mario Bros. saga. This series, which has sold tens of mill¬ 
ions of copies, goes 16-Bit and, in the process, expands in 
size and scope to encompass an entire world of adventure! 

Super Mario is outfitted with all new types of abilities ranging 
from flight in his Super Mario cape, to walking the multi-layered 
landscapes astride a prehistoric pal that sucks up the Koopas 
and other nasties with a rapid-fire tongue! Mario can now 
climb fences as well, and actually maneuver against the 
opponents on the other side! All of the standard Mario sights 
are present as well, including pipes, coins, flowers, 
mushrooms and huge Bosses that reside in new dungeons! 
All the action is presented in awesome 16-Bit graphics that use 
the unique scaling and rota¬ 
tion abilities of the Super 
Famicom that make the 
screen explode with color 
and excitement! 
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Choose between these two muscle- 
clad warriors of the streets! 

Plan your attack on the city map - 
there are five areas to conquer! 

Take on gangs of thugs in one-on- 
one or two player combo combat! 

The stand-by shooter that has made it 
from the arcades to NES to GameBoy 
moves into the 16-Bit league with this car¬ 
bon copy of the little-seen arcade blaster, 
Gradius 3. Part three introduces new wea¬ 
pons, new worlds and some of the meanest 
graphics you'll ever see! It's 16-Bit shooting 
at its best on Nintendo's Super Famicom! 

R-Type2 Gdleen Populous Super Darius Super Deformer 



super Famicom* 
PILOT WINGS 

The scaling and rotation abilities of the 
Super Famicom are shown off to great 
effect with this flight simulator, jetpack and 
parachute jump game all-in-one! The real¬ 
time three-dimensional environments 
created by the Super Fami are breathtaking 
but get blocky at close range. 

These formula racers of the future blow 
the Super Famicom wide open with great 
scaling in all opposing vehicals and off-track 
surroundings! The realism afforded by this 
racer is multiplied by the rotation functions 
which tilt the track as you hang hair-pins 
and give you first-person spin-outs! 

a futurisitc approach to racing games with F-Zero! 

Enix, the company best known to Jap¬ 
anese players as the originators of the 
hugely successful Dragon Quest series 
(Dragon Warrior over here), prove that they 
can make an action/adventure cart as well 
with this visually stunning and highly 
playable soft called Act-Lazer! 

Enix wowed crowds with their original 16-Bit entry, Act-Lazer! 

Sim City Dynamite Bombuzal Ultraman Hole-ln-One Golf Drakkhen 
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THE SYSTEMS!! 

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles - 
The Arcade Game, the first NES 

game to reach four Meg! 

The system that started video 
game madness all over again con¬ 
tinues to remain the dominant force 
heading into 1991. But will Ninten¬ 
do's claim as the uncontested lead¬ 
er of the system sweepstakes re¬ 
main solid for the years to come? 

Nintendo is already feeling the 
pinch from superior machines like 
the Genesis and TurboGrafx that 
can produce stunning visuals and 
booming sounds. The NES is also 

finally beginning to have a problem 
maintaining a high level of quality 
games. As was feared and foretold 
by the doomsayers, the number of 
companies producing inferior carts 
is so staggering, that out of the 
100+ games that were recently 
showcased at the Consumer Elec¬ 
tronics Show, only a dozen could be 
labeled truly outstanding, with only 
a handful of others elevated above 
average. 

G.l. Joe follows hot on the 
heels of Super Mario 3 with 

MMC3 enhancer and three Meg! 

...The Leader of 

the video Game 

Revolution May 

Show Signs of 
Aging, But It 

Still Has Plenty 

of Life Left... 

There are several extremely bright 
spots in the future of this versatile 
system, however, that have yet to 
be addressed. To begin with, 
Nintendo has unleashed a new 
graphics chip set, the MMC5, that 
will increase the graphic and sound 
capabilities even farther than 
MMC3, seen in Super Mario 3! 
Also, when Nintendo plans to 
launch the Super Famicom SFX in 
the states, it is rumored that the 
Nintendo 16-Bit will be offered as an 
upgrade to the existing 8-Bitter. A 
smart move, considering nearly 
everyone already owns one. 

When you add in the reports of 
hand-held Nintendos and CD-ROM 
peripherals that will increase 
storage space, the Nintendo still 
occupies center-stage as a machine 
that may not sport the flair of its 
beefier competitors, but with literally 
any kind of game you can think of 
and more on the way, the NES has 
plenty of life left in it. 

Nintendo E 

Processor 
Processor Speed 
Resolution 

t System Specifications. 

6502 (8-Bit) Colors Available 52 Sprite Size 
2.14 MHz Colors On-Screen 16 Games 
256 x 240 Maximum Sprites 64 Price 

8x8 Only 
331 ($20 - $70) 
$79.99 (Basic) 
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THE SYSTEMS!! 

Having faded away into almost 
total obscurity tor the last year, not 
to mention a complete lack of new 
games for months, the Sega Master 
System resurfaced at the Summer 
Consumer Electronics Show as the 
Sega Master System 2! The only 
differences between the second 
version of the 8-Bit favorite and its 

built-in game, Alex Kidd in Miracle 
World (probably one of the best 8- 
Bit games and a nice freebie!) 

PaperBoy comes off good on 
the Master System, with most 
of the arcade features intact! 

While this is nice, owners of the 
new machine as well as old may get 
discouraged when they discover 
that most of the new games being 
developed for the Master System 
are utter duds. Being developed by 
first-time Sega 8-Bit programmers, 
most of the Master System carts 
we've had our hands on fell well 
short of earlier efforts in terms of 
graphics and play. For now it looks 
like the SMS 2 is being positioned 
as the 2600 of the nineties. 

Super Monaco GP is another 
Sega arcade hit that has been 

downscaled for the 8-Bit! 

...Complete with 

A New Look and 

New Name, the 

Sega Master 

System Tries 

Again - But Is It 

Too Late?... 

Columns represents Sega's 
attempt at a Tetris-style puzzle 

game using blocks! 

Michael Jackson's Moonwalker 
takes the 16-Bit game down in 

size, but not in looks! 

Processor Z-80 (8-Bit) Colors Available 
3.58 Colors On-Screen 

Maximum Sprites 

256 Sprite Size 
52 Games 
16 Price 

8x8 
100 ($20-$50) 

$59.00 
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THE SYSTEMS!! 

...The First 16-Bit 

Powerhouse To 
Appear in the 

States, Genesis 

Reaches For 

Complete 
Domination... 

Bonanza Bros., a new coin-op 
already headed to the Genesis, 
uses intense polygon graphics! 

releases. While dozens of 
games are officially on the 
way, and dozens more are 
currently in development, 
Sega has experienced terri¬ 
ble problems in getting any 
new softs into the stores. Stider, the first 8-Meg game for Genesis! 

By itself the Genesis is a 
remarkable machine, and many of 
the new games are finally taking 
full advantage of the superior 
functions it possesses. 

Once Sega gets the lead out and 
starts releasing games to make this 
system go, making them more 
difficult as well, it will be even more 
appealing than it is now. 

When it debuted last year, the 
Sega Genesis exploded into stores 
and disappeared just about as fast. 
Now that the furor has died down a 
bit, the Genesis continues to shine 
with a large influx of third-party sup¬ 
port and promises of CD-ROM cap¬ 
abilities in the near future. 

The biggest problem that has 
plagued the Genesis, however, are 
the store shelves that have remain¬ 
ed completely devoid of new 

u1 ntuuiMujjiiMUiiiiuu 
r i 1 

Sonic the Hedgehog represents 
Sega's first attempt at a Super 
Mario-style game on Genesis! 

Shinobi returns to battle in the 
multi-level action contest, 

Shadow Dancer! 

Sega Genesis Specifications... 

Processor 68000(16-Bit) Colors Available 
Processor Speed 7.6 MHz Colors On-Screen 
Resolution 320 x 224 Maximum Sprites 
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Sprite Size 8 x 8, 32 x 32 
Games 80+ ($40 - $90) 
Price $189.99 (Basic) 



THE SYSTEMS!! 

While the TurboGrafx got off to a 
slow start against the Genesis and 
other new machines last year, NEC 
stayed with their souped-up 8-Bit 
and has turned the show around in 
many cases. Introducing a diabol¬ 
ically clever action game called 
Bonk's Adventure, and backing it 
with some of the best advertising 
we've seen, the Turbo is not out of 
contention, but realistically it still 
has quite a way to go before de¬ 
throning the competition. 

Bonk's Adventure - The game 
responsible for putting the 

Turbo back on the map! 

Instead of dwelling on the dis¬ 
tance between themselves and oth¬ 
ers, however, NEC is putting their 
best foot forward to introduce a li¬ 
brary of games that each contain a 
high level of playability and excite¬ 
ment. While not every game is a 
direct hit, NEC has succeeded at in¬ 
troducing more action and diversity 
into their line-up of games. 

NEC has also signed several 
third-party producers to insure the 
supply of outside developments 

Splatterhouse offers up a 
ghoulish good time with sharp 

graphics and good play! 

...With An 

Expanding 

Library of Good 

Titles, the Turbo 

Finally Makes 

An Impact In 

the Market... 

that is necessary to the success of 
any console. 

While the viability of the Turbo¬ 
Grafx CD-ROM unit is questionable 
due to the high price and low num¬ 
bers, NEC has gone ahead and put 
together several titles that are truly 
remarkable. Y's stands as one of 
the best RPGs ever made, while 
Red Alert and other conventional 
games also make good use of the 
peripherals advanced functions for 
superior sound and visuals. 

Red Alert uses the CD-ROM for 
cinema display intermissions 
unlike anything you've seen! 

NEC TURBOGRAFX-1 

Processor 6820 (8-Bit) 
Processor Speed 7.16 MHz 
Resolution 256x216 

i SPECIFICATIONS... 

Colors Available 512 
Colors On-Screen 241 
Maximum Sprites 64 

Sprite Size 16x16, 32x64 
Games 35 ($40 - $70) 
Price $159.00 
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THE SYSTEMS!! 

...introduced As 

the First Port¬ 
able System, 

GameBoy Begins 

to Pale Next to 

More Advanced 
Competition... 

The movie and comic book 
hero, Batman, is one of the 
best GameBoy games yet! 

When we first played the Game¬ 
Boy system, it looked like the ulti¬ 
mate on-the-go game system! 
Games like Super Mario Land 
brought the action and excitement 
of the NES to a smaller screen that 
could go just about anywhere. 
What's more, a special video-link 
cable allowed for head-to-head play 
and the pack-in game, Tetris, was 
ideal, and took advantage of the link 
and portability Gameboy offered. 

Since its initial release, Nin¬ 
tendo has persuaded dozens 
of licensees to develop for 
the system, increasing the li¬ 
brary of games to nearly 50 
now, with more than 50 more 

The GameBoy, however is 
already suffering from competition 
by Atari's color Lynx and NEC's 
color Express. While it does have 
some nice features, the stale black 
and white look and blocky graphics 
just don't compare with the stunning 
visual capabilities of the more 
colorful portables. 

The quality of games available for 
the GameBoy is also questionable. 
While none of the games that are 
on the market are particularly bad, 
the majority of them tack the puzzle 
category and don't offer enough 
variety or flair. Several very good 
games like Castlevania, Gargoyle's 
Quest and Burai Fighter Deluxe 
have pumped life into GameBoy, 

Action/Adventure in Square's RPG, Final 
Gargoyle's Quest! Fantasy Legend! 

but the shelves are already crowded 
with inferior product. While the 
GameBoy is a nice system, it just 
doesn't measure up anymore. 

Games like Castlevania-The 
Adventure are responsible for 

selling the GameBoy! 

Nintendo C 

Processor 
Processor Speed 
Resolution 
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nmeBoy Specif icatioi 

6502 (8-Bit) Colors Available 
2.14 Shades On-Screen 

320 x 224 Maximum Sprites 

0 Sprite Size 
4 Games 

N/A Price 

Variable 
30+ ($20-$30) 

$89.99 (Basic) 
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THE SYSTEMS!! 

There has been a lot of 
excitement surrounding the Atari 
color portable system ever since it 
was released last year, and well 
there should be. Not only does the 
Lynx possess some of the most 
powerful hardware of any system, 
portable or console, it has a super 
sound chip and surpasses the 
capabilities of bigger machines like 
the Genesis in some respects. 

Despite the power afforded by the 
scaling and other functions that the 

Rampage brings the city- 
smashing action of the arcades 
onto a smaller scrolling screen! 

Coming soon is a graphically 
intense version of the Tecmo 

coin-op classic, Rygar! 

Lynx boasts, it has suffered from 
the start by a high price tag and a 
excruciatingly slow schedule of new 
game releases. Since its first 
appearance the Lynx has only got¬ 
ten a handful of cards out. 

This may soon change, however, 
with Atari making a full commitment 
to stand behind the Lynx. Not only 
are dozens of new titles in develop¬ 
ment (with many due to hit stores in 
time for Christmas), but a new and 
smaller Lynx is in the works. 

...With the Most 

Advanced Sys¬ 

tem On the Mar¬ 

ket, the Only 

Thing Missing 

From the Lynx 

Are the Games... 

While it may not have the current 
support it deserves, the Lynx is a 
good system and a great hand-held 
that should come on strong in the 
months to cornel 

The Lynx version of Klax, the 
Atari Games coin-op puzzler, is 

better than any other! 

Screen Size 3.2 Inches 
Games 8 ($35) 
Price $169.00 

ATARI LYNX SPECIFICATIONS... 

Processor 65C02 Colors Available 4,096 
Processor Speed 15 MHz Colors On-Screen 16 
Resolution 160x102 Maximum Sprites 128 
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THE SYSTEMS!! 

...unveiled As 

the Hottest of 

the Hand-Helds, 

Can NEC's Turbo 

Express Pro¬ 

vide the Punch 

NEC Needs?... 

The resolution and clarity of 
the game graphics are 

remarkable on the Turbo 
Express! Even the smalled 
objects are clearly visible! 

Many contend that the ultimate 
hand-held is the one that can play 
console games on a small screen. 
NEC evidently is of that opinion and 
is getting set to let the rest of you in 
on what has to be the best of the 
new hand-helds! 

The Turbo Express is completely 
compatible with all existing Turbo- 
Grafx games. Just slip 'em in and 
power on! The Express is a com¬ 
pletely self-contained Turbo with 
controller, earphone jack, contrast 
and volume controls all built-in. 

The Express is much more than 
just a game machine as well! With 
a special TV Tuner peripheral (com¬ 
ing in at around 80 dollars), you can 
turn the portable into a TV! 

There are a few drawbacks, how¬ 
ever. First of all, the price for all this 
power is, as you would expect, 
much steeper than the competition 
(close to $250). Secondly, the Tur¬ 
bo Express will not be widely 
available until sometime in 1991 

you can boost the Turbo 
Express into a portable TV! 

(larger cities like New York and Los 
Angeles will probably have limited 
supplies this Christmas). Lastly, the 
system guzzles down batteries with 
an intense ferocity (averaging 
around three hours for six AAs). 

If you can live with the cost of 
buying and operating and Express 
once you find it, you won't be 
disappointed! It's the ultimate hand¬ 
held game system ever created, 
and will positively blow your mind 

NEC Turbo 

Processor 
Processor Speed 
Resolution 

Express Specifications... 

6820 (8-Bit) Colors Available 4,096 
7.16 MHz Colors On-Screen 512 
400 x 270 Maximum Sprites 64 

Sprite Size 
Games 
Price 

8x8,16x16,32x64 
All TurboGrafx 

$249.99 
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THE SYSTEMS!! 

...NEC Loads ICS 
Guns Once 

Again and 

Delivers 
Another 8-Bit 

With Mega- 

Sharp Looks... 

Ghouls and Ghosts for the Su¬ 
per Grafx. Highly detailed gra¬ 
phics that blow Genesis away! 

While NEC is staying solid with 
their TurboGrafx-16 here in the 
states, mounting pressure from the 
Sega 16-Bit Mega Drive (Genesis) 
and upcoming Nintendo 16-Bit 
Super Famicom forced the 
company to look at even more 
powerful hardware for the future. 
The end result is the Super Grafx 
game system. 

The Super Grafx is loaded with 
special features that elevate it 
above the earlier PC Engine, but 

Another level from Ghouls and 
Ghosts! This card is packed 
with over 8-Meg of memory! 

one of the unit's most impressive 
abilities is the full compatibility that it 
shares with the existing PC Engine. 
Any game that played in the PC 
Engine will also work in the Super 
Grafx, allowing us to experience 
both machines in one package! 

As far as the upgrades enjoyed by 
the Super Grafx, they range from 
addition video RAM that allows the 
8-Bitter to manipulate many more 
characters of even larger size 
around the screen. This is particu¬ 

larly impressive in the eight-Meg SG 
version of Ghouls and Ghosts, 
where even the backgrounds ani¬ 
mate and move! 

The Super Grafx also has a larger 
number of available colors as well 
as the ability to display more hues 

The Super Grafx does suffer from 
a painful lack of softs (only 3 at this 
time), and it doesn't really have the 
power that its price commands, but 
it is, nevertheless, quite impressive. 

Battle Ace, the first game for 
the Super Grafx, is a futuristic 

version of After Burner! 

Processor 6502 (8-Bit) 
Processor Speed 7.16 MHz 
Resolution 160x146 

Colors Available 
Colors On-Screen 
Maximum Sprites 

4,096 Sprite Size Variable 
128 Games 3 ($50-$80) 
128 Price $290.00 (Japan) 
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ECM RATI 

THE SYSTEMS!! 

Released In Japan this summer, 
SNK’s Neo-Geo was developed 
with two different purposes in mind. 
Not only is the consumer version of 
the system able to play games that 
are leaps and bounds ahead of any¬ 
thing else on the market, but the 
games themselves are also compat¬ 
ible with a special coin-op version of 
the system that is now beginning to 
populate arcades! This is the same 
technique that Nintendo used so 
effectively to launch the NES. 

Magician Lord - One of the first 
games for the Neo-Geo is still 

one of the best! 

Cyber Up is an 
action/adventure game with 

some familiar twists! 

In Japan, however, the Neo-Geo 
is rented from the game centers 
with special memory cards that 
allow players to save their coin-op 
progress and take the rented 
consumer version to continue their 
game. This method is used due to 
the high cost of the system and 
especially the games, which come 
in at over $200.00 each - much too 
high to be purchased. 

SNK has recently announced that 
the Neo-Geo will be released here, 

...Arcade Games 

Come Home 

with SNK'S 

Mega-Powered 

Console, But So 

Do the Arcade 

Game Prices... 

Ninja Combat is the second 
Neo-Geo game from the team 
who produced Magician Lord! 

indicate that they may institute a 
similar rental system, courting the 
video stores and similar outlets. 
New games will be released like a 
typical movie release and may be 

It's possible that the Neo-Geo will 
be offered for sale, but with such an 
upscale price, it is doubtful that the 
system will see in widespread 
release. In the end, however, it 
may be expensive, but it is definitely 
the cream of the crop! 

Sprite Size Programmable 
Games 8 ($200 - $300) 
Price $399.99 (Japan) 

SNK Neo-Geo Specifications... 

Processor 68000 (16-Bit) Colors Available 65,536 
Processor Speed 14 MHz Colors On-Screen 4,096 
Resolution 320 x 224 Maximum Sprites 380 



_ ECM RATES 

THE SYSTEMS!! 

The Game Gear TV Tuner 
allows you to watch television 
and even videos with line-in! 

Sega has always maintained a 
leading position at the forefront of 
game design, so it's not surprising 
that the company has entered the 
portable gaming competition with a 
dedicated system of their own. 

The Sega Game Gear uses a sys¬ 
tem configuration that is similar to 
the normal Sega 8-Bit, yet better in 
many other ways. It has a much 
larger palette of colors, can put 
more on the screen and even can 
play head-to-head linked games! 

The Game Gear can also be 
expanded through the use of an op¬ 
tional TV tuner which runs for about 
85 bucks. This allows you to not 
only watch your favorite shows on 
the go, but you can also connect a 
VCR and watch video tapes as well! 

The first batch of Game Gear 
games are very similar to the Mas¬ 
ter System games in appearance 
and play. Since the machine does 
not boast any special features like 
scaling or rotation, it is questionable 
as to how popular the system will 
become in Japan or America if it is 
ever released. Most people like to 
experience new and better thrills. 
The Game Gear, while very attrac¬ 
tive is, quite honestly, a step back¬ 
wards from the Genesis. 

The Game Gear will put Sega on 
the hand-held map, however, with a 
decent machine that may be a step 
backward, but nevertheless does 
boast impressive specs and full 

Wonder Boy appears once 
again, resembling his first 

outing on the Master System! 

The Sega falling-pieces puzzle 
game Columns is also available 

for the 8-Bit hand-held! 

Sega Came Gear Specif icath 

Processor Z-80 (8-Bit) 
Processor Speed 3.58 MHz 
Resolution 160x146 

Colors Available 
Colors On-Screen 
Maximum Sprites 

4,096 Screen Size 3.2 Inches 
32 Games 30 ($20) 
64 Price $130.00 
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id of the game, use 

Other codes that you can try 
include AAAAAAAHAA to start 
with six balls, or AAAAAAAAHA 
to begin play with eleven balls! 

THUNDER FORCE Z 
(Technosoft/Genesis) 

Power-Up Weapons-Thunder Force 3 
is filled with some of the most intense 
power-up weapons ever seen on a 
game screen! Now you can collect all 
five parts of this awesome arsenal by 
using the following command. 
During play, at any time, press the 
'Start' button to pause the game and 
then presslks. Hit 'Start' once again 
to un-pause the game and you will 
now be able to select from any of the 
weapons available! Remember, this 
trick can be done at any time! 

Jim Polak 
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MEGA MAN 
(Capcom/Nintendo) 

Receive Nine Energy Tanks - 
For those of you that like to 
play through an entire game, 
here's another Mega Man 3 
code that, instead of pushing 
directly into the higher levels, 
starts you with nine energy 
tanks instead! Simply put in 
the code shown below and go 

V's 
(NEC/TurboGrafx) 

Gold Bonus - When you start your 
quest you're given 1000 gold. Go to 
Pin's trade shop and buy the sap¬ 
phire ring for 1000. Next, go to the 
bar and talk to the one-eyed man. 
He'll then reward your efforts by giv¬ 
ing you 1500 golf for his lost ring! 

LOCK N' CHASE 
(Data East/GameBoy) 

Special Level Warp - During the titl 
screen, press the 'A' button twice, the 
'B' twice, then the 'A' button once an 
finally press 'B' twice. The word 
"Extra" will appear and the game will 
start on level 7-1! l 



THEY TOLD YOU 
IT WOULD 

PULL YOU IN. 
DEEP. 



SHADOW ? 
Defeat Exo One with NEFDLE 
Defeat Exo Two with SHADOW 

Vitus 2 
(NEC/TurboGrafx CD-ROM) 

Music and Act Select - To see and 
hear the intermissions and music 
in this exciting game, press 'Up', 
One, 'Select', Two, Down' and 
then 'Run' on the title screen. A 
menu will appear that allows you 

to select 
different 
areas and 
sounds. 
Yao Hui Yu 

Begin your adventure in Begin your adventure in 
Section Three Section Four 

End the game in the form of 
Grant Dynasty 

End the game in the form of 
Syipha Belmedes 

Remember, when you enter 
these codes, like the one that 
finishes as Alucard at the left, 
you must register your name 
as MARTIN (yes, after Martin 
Alessi) or the codes will not 
function properly! 



THEY TOLD YOU, 
BUT YOU DIDN’T 

LISTEN. 

And now you’re lost. Inside Arm yourself with your favorite 
Super Glove Bair The futuristic controller. Or punch up the 
video game for your NESr intensity with the Power Glove’ 
A 3-D odyssey that’s woven to- Super Glove Ball. Plug it in. 
gether in an awesome ^— And consider 
maze of challenges. C, " yourself warned. 

ENTER AT YOUR OWN RISK. 
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WHERE CAN I BUY JAPANESE VIDEO GAMES? 
FROM SCI, THE AWESOME VIDEO GAME STORE!! 

Introducing the SCI Video Game Service, bringing you the best video games from around 
the world! No matter which systems you own, SCI has the games you want at a price that 
won’t send you into orbit! SCI is the largest importer of video games from Japan, working to 
bring you high-quality products months before they arrive on store shelves (if they will 
arrive at all)! Check out our lists of games and you'll agree that SCI is the only place to turn 
to for your Japanese games and systems! 

WHY SCI IS THE BEST... 
We specialize in Japanese 
games and systems! 
We buy direct from Japan and 
pass along our savings to you! 
We have most games and 
systems in stock NOW! 
You can also pre-order exciting 
games and systems not released! 

1-816-741-8522 
Call today for the lowest prices on Japanese video 
games compatible with the Sega Mega Drive, NEC PC 
Engine, SNK Neo-Geo as well as a wide selection of 
American games! We can get almost any Japanese 
games at competitive prices, so call SCI first! 

SEGA MEGA DRIVE PICK-HITS!! 

Other Mega Drive Titles... 

INSECTOR-X 

The hot arcade action game comes 
to the Sega 16-Bit as the largest 
cart yet: a full eight megl Superb 
graphics and plenty of challenge! 

ONLY $79.99 

ens of five levels of battle! 

ONLY $79.! 

The sequel to Shinobi brings the 
hero against all-new bad guys with 
the help of a special attack dog! 
Sizzling graphics and game play! 

ONLY $79.99 

Osumatsu 
Rambo 3 
Super Military 
Crackdown 
Super Monaco GP 
Power Drift 
Fire Shark 
Junction 
Dynamite Duke 
Rainbow Island 

Action $54.99 
Shooter $59.99 
Simul. $64.99 
Maze $79.99 

Driving $74.99 
Driving $74.99 
Shooter $79.99 
Puzzle $74.99 

Shooter $74.99 
Action $79.99 

Curse 
Basketball 
New Zealand Story 
Darwin 4081 
After Burner 2 
Atomic Robo-Kid 
Shadow Blasters 
Hellfire 
Monster Lair 
Wrestle War 

Shooter $69.99 
Sports $69.99 
Action $72.99 

Shooter $67.99 
Shooter $74.99 
Shooter $69.99 
Action $74.99 

Shooter $74.99 
Shooter $79.99 
Sports $74.99 

Final Blow (Boxing) Sports 
Psy-O-Blade RPG 
Sorcerian RPG 
Whip Rush Shooter 
DJ Boy Action 
Twin Hawk Shooter 
Columns Puzzle 
Phelios Shooter 
E-SWAT Action 
Gain Ground Maze 

$74.99 
$74.99 
$62.99 
$74.99 
$69.99 
$64.99 
$74.99 
$79.99 
$74.99 
$74.99 



Manufacturer: Konami 
Machine: NES 
Cartridge Size: 3 meg 
Number of Levels: N/A 
Theme: Action/Adventure 
Difficulty: Above Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: October 1990 

A return to the original 
format certainly warms my 

Castlevania may be an old 
concept, but in Dracula's 

vampire 

I^P^I You 
assume other 

identities! very good. 

graphically in 
vania adventur 

s pirate ship to tl 
■ of Castlevania! 





Manufacturer: Capcom 
Machine: Nintendo 
Cartridge Size: 2 meg 
Number of Levels: 19 
Theme: Action 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: October 

The Final Fight... 
The Street Fighter saga, started in 

the arcades a couple of years ago, 
continues in a new Nintendo sequel. 
In this game you are Ken, the 
greatest street fighter in the world. 
After a successful world tour, you 
enrolled in Bargham University. 
While there, you and your best friend 
Troy discovered a revolutionary new 
substance called Cyboplasm. This 
product had the ability to make a 
person several times stronger than 
normal! One day Ken returned to his 
lab only to find it completely 
destroyed, the Cyboplasm formula 
stolen and Troy killed. You now 
must travel to the frontier lands of 
the future, retrieve the stolen secret 
and capture the killer. 

Top Score Tips'! 
Always keep moving, or the en¬ 
emy will track you down. It's also 
important to learn the play tech¬ 
nique and master the fighting and 
climbing maneuvers. 
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Lightning, 



STEVE ED MARTIN SUSHI-X 

This game truly does push 
the Nintendo into foreign 
territory, wii^nmhlcs that 

and play^^Pfnotch1 
The gamj^^^ers from 
flicker irareas, but 
this doesn't detract from 
the great play. Awesome! 

The turtle quartet never 
looked better than they do 
in this suga^ttwl! The 

previou^^^^^Ve, but 
as an Turtles 
has the perfect blend of 
graphics and action! 

[Konami is pushing the 
NES to its limit, with this 
hero in a b^^^iabyte! 
Excel with 
smoothl^^fc^^^ char¬ 
acters MeM back- 
groundi^^l^^K of the 
arcades. Fun as 2 player 
if you put up with flicker! 

Take away the Turtle 
characters and how would 

i-'this gam^^^’ The 
same! N^H^^Sput 

game ex^^^^^Hler two 
players^|^^^Kmazes 
me! This is no turtle soup! 
Cowabunga, dude! 
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■ here’s no time to most critical battle in Save yourself and 
waste. Alien forces are space history. you'll save mankind, 
threatening to destroy You'll have the most 
humanity and you're the powerful arsenal of Image Fight—judged 
last hope. weapons at your defense, a hands-on favorite by 

Simulation flight drills But even then, you'll have the Nintendo Game 
train you for combat, but to give it everything Counselors for play on 
nothing can prepare you you've got to stop the your NES. 
for what's to come in the enemy and return alive. 

8 H M ill 



FACT-FILE 
Manufacturer: SunSoft 
Machine: Nintendo 
Cartridge Size: 2 meg 
Number of Levels: 5 
Theme: Adventure 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: October 1990 
L_ 





Number of Levels: 5 
Theme: Action 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 2 
Available: October 1990 

It'S 2029 
In the not too distant future things 

are very different than they are now. 
The U.S. is not a democratic society 
anymore as it is ruled by the 
Emperor Garuda. Many people have 
tried to overthrow Garuda but all 
efforts to penetrate his stronghold 
have failed. That is until now. 
Reports have reached Garuda that 
two ninjas of superhuman abilities 
have penetrated the outskirts of his 
compound's defenses. He now is 
worried but knows that you are 
coming. His army of soldiers awaits 
you. Despite this, you must infiltrate 
his 5 level fortress and finish the 
mission. Only then will peace be 
restored to the country. 

Use your Ninja skills to over¬ 
come tobstacles in your path! 
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aos 1UULJM6 
OWEHA ftE 

it challenge ever, 

tave action for one 

join the Caves of Fame; 

% join the fo'Ssils,! 

Struggling to < 

Welcome to sports 

training - 2 million 

B.C.! Forget jogging * 

and weightlifting- ^ 

Caveman Games is *** 

serious athletics. Six j| 

radical Neanderthals 1* 

compete in hilarious and; 1 

dangerous events. Winners 

been so fun! Get 

k bashed, beaten, 

L chased and 

eaten in the 



FACT-FILE 
Manufacturer: Capcom 
Machine: Nintendo 
Cartridge Size: 3 meg 
Number of Levels: 21 
Theme: Action 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: November 1990 

STEVE ED MARTIN SUSHI-X 

Mega Man 3 is a win- ■■ 
ner from beginning to 
end. you 
get tt^Bl^^nt 
the oi^Kne^Hu get 
new more 

Looks great and plays 
even better! 

Mega Man 3 is better 
than the first two put 
togeth^^^^^ The 

but 

'0talfWWWi'h 

ending! Great fun! 

Mega Man's back and 

everythin^^^jve come 
to exp^BIBpga 
Man big 
chara^R^^Pes 
dest^J^^Prpecial 
powers to gain. One of 
my favorite of the year! 

Here's a guy that just 
keeps getting better! 
Megaito^^je hip- 
pest c^^pi^Bphar- 
acten^^^^Hquel 

gra-phics and play that 
can't be missed! 
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GAME WATCH NEWSLETTER 
YOUVE HEARD ABOUT 50 TO 100 GAMES IN ONE CARTRIDGE, NOW LEARN ALL THE DETAILS. 
GAME WATCH NEWSLETTER IS THE SOURCE FOR THE LATEST UNDERGROUND NEWS ON 
NINTENDO* AND OTHER GAMES AND ACCESSORIES. IT IS A UNIQUE NEWS SOURCE THAT PULLS 
NO PUNCHES AND GIVES THE LATEST GOSSIP AND NEWS THAT CANNOT BE FOUND ANYWHERE 
ELSE. 

★ LEARN HOWTO BUY NEW GAMES, BEFORE OFFICIAL RELEASE, BELOW RETAIL 
AND EVEN WHOLESALE PRICES 

★ FIND OUT ABOUT OVERSEAS SOURCES FOR GAMES IN THE ORIENT AND 
ELSEWHERE 

★ SEE HOW SOME PEOPLE ARE PAYING AS LITTLE AS $2.00 TO $4.00 PER GAME 

★ GAMES LIKE TETRIS II, SUPER MARIO INVISIBLE FANCY, STAR SOLDIER, DEVIL WORLD, 
GOONIES, NINJA ADVENTURE. AND MANY MORE. 

★ DISCOVER WHAT IS HAPPENING BEHIND THE SCENES AND IN OTHER COUNTRIES 

A 75 MINUTE VIDEO TAPE SHOWING AND DESCRIBING MANY OFTHE ABOVE GAMES IN ACTUAL 
ACTION, MULTIPLE GAME CARTRIDGES, AND MORE IS ALSO AVAILABLE FREE WHEN A TWO YEAR 
BIMONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION TO THE GAME WATCH NEWSLETTER IS PURCHASED. THEVIDEOTAPE 
IS A $24.95 VALUE AND IS AVAILABLE IN VHS ONLY. ORDER BOTH NOW BY CALLING: 

1 -900-990-0606 $16.50 PER CALL 

BUY A SIX MONTH SAMPLE SUBSCRIPTION TO THE NEWSLETTER WITHOUT THE TAPE BY CALLING: 

1-900-990-0707 $5.00 PER CALL 

REMEMBER, THE ABOVE CHARGES WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY ADDED TO THE PHONE BILL OF THE PHONE 
FROM WHICH THE CALL IS MADE. WHEN CALLING, BE PREPARED WITH YOUR FULL NAME, ADDRESS 
(INCLUDING STREET, APARTMENT NUMBER, AND ZIP CODE) 

OR OBTAIN BY USING THE ORDER FORM BELOW. FOR CUSTOMERS IN NEBRASKA ADD LOCAL SALES TAX 
OF 6'A% ALL TELEPHONE ORDERS ARE SHIPPED POSTAGE PREPAID WITHIN 48 HOURS. MAIL IN ORDERS 
TAKE 7 TO 14 DAYS. NO COD ORDERS. U.S. FUNDS ONLY. 

DONT WAIT!!! THESE INTRODUCTORY PRICES WILL NOT LAST!!!! 

•NINTENDO IS A TRADEMARK OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. 

FOR FREE INTRODUCTORY ISSUE AND MORE 
INFORMATION, SEND 25<t FOR POSTAGE TO: 

PLEASE PRINT: 

GAME WATCH NEWSLETTER, INC. 
5078 SOUTH 108TH STREET, SUITE #126 

OMAHA NEBRASKA 68137-2314 



prepares you 
upcoming fights you 

bosses. Once you pass this prac¬ 
tice session you begin your quest. 
Set In a side view perspective, the 
Journey Mode scrolls both horizon¬ 
tally and-V§'Ptically and your goal is N 
to gather the 5 pieces of the Man- 

alismajj jis only with this 
weapon completely asseffi- 

II you have enoUgh strength 
r-on Demonyx himself. To get 

all the pieces you must find and talk 
to different messenger§,'V/ho will 
give you dues. In addition, many of 
the enemies you encounter will also 
be hiding important items and only 
when you have everything can you 
proceed. Secret rooms, locked ' 

Manufacturer: Culture Brain 
Machine: Nintendo 
Cartridge Size: 2 meg 
Number of Levels: 4 
Theme: Action 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: October 

SUSHI-X 

decent, J^Wne Boss 
, encounJ^^^ill appeal 

more to the realistic than 
the hack and slash fan! 

kung fu game, it has 
more fealym^gnc^ bit of 
roleplayi^J^^Vthings 
interestin^^^Wind that 
FW has d^^offergood 
graphic^^^s you must 
locate to pass certain 

Flying Warriors offers 
more than your typical 
action with 
advanc^H^^Hnnique 
that mus^^Vbarned 
before its^^^Won't win - 
awards,^^Pr solid entry 
that stands apart from 



FCI Phone Counseling 

OTLINE 
(312) 968-0425 

8 am - 7 pm Central Standard Time 

Get the latest tips, scores and 
info about FCI video games 

Find out about new FCI games 

Put your name on the FCI 
mailing list 

FCI® 



■-HI. I -^ILE 
Manufacturer: Sega 
Machine: Genesis 
Cartridge Size: 4 meg 
Number of Levels: 6 
Theme: Action 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: October 19 
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what ran 
INTRODUCING THE SI 



TENDONT 
WORD OF VERMILION. 

Tbu’re playing the most complex, most challenging 
adventure-role playing video game ever made—The 
Sword of Vermilion? Complete with battery backup— 
you’ll enjoy over 300 hours of nonstop gameplay as you 
use maps and playing hints provided from a 100-page 
instruction book to get you through 14 winding mazes 
and 14 exotic towns. Plus you’ll battle your enemies in real 
time. And when you explore the countryside and dungeons, 

the screen displays them from your own personal point of view. 
In the world of The Sword of Vermilion? your father, Erik the Fifth of Excalabria, was killed by 

the evil Tsarkon of Cartahena. Tbur father’s trusted servant Blade took you into safekeeping as a baby, 
and now eighteen years later; it’s your mission to restore yourself and peace to the Kingdom. 

In your quest, you must find the Eight Rings of Good, look for the Book of Fighting Spells, 
mix magic potions from ingredients you must collect and use them 
to ward off the evil minions of Tsarkon. 

Explore Watling, Stow and Keltwick. Meet 
Mordegarde the Wizard and Bearwulf the loyal 
shield bearer. The Sword of Vermilion™ on Genesis 
from Sega®.. .Tbu can’t do this on Nintendo? 

■e yourself and peace to the Kingdom, 
id, look for the Book of Fighting Spells, 
id use them 

W* 



GENESIS DOES IT ALL. 





FACT-PILE 
Manufacturer:Sages Creation 
Machine: Genesis 
Cartridge Size: 4 meg 
Number of Levels: 5 
Theme: Shooter 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: October 1990 



Rescue the princess.. 
Thousands of years ago the Greek 

nation was at peace. Without 
warning, Typhon, an evil god from 
the underworld, rose from out of the 
Earth and kidnapped Artemis, the 

Phelios is a very addicting 
shooter with superb gra- 

1 phics ant^yjficepl level 
of actior^^^Hte is a 
little thii^^^Hne you 
get to th^flKr levels, 
however^^Pto a lack of 
weapons and diversity, yet 

L remains recommended. 

This is a video game 
shooter at its very best! 
Phelios nq^^^^aptures 
the grap«RSskof the 
arcades^Hal|^H high 
level o^M^Vwell. 
PheliosJ^[^JKunded. 
thought-out shooter for no¬ 
vice and expert alike! 

One of the better vertical 
shooters out for the 
Genesis, Phelio^ias very 
good gana^H^^i with 
lots of d^K^Hition. 
Althoug^P^inal 

lengings^^^BTexecut- 
ed throughout! 

Great colorful graphics 
that will knock you out of 
your chair! Dazzling multi- 1 
moving jj^Bjj^fetgery 

shooter^^p^^Bhat a 
shooterJkjajg^^Pytholo- 
gical sto^^^WItn R-Type | 
overtones. Exceptional! 



17 COMPANIES 
HAVEEARNED 
THE RIGHT TO 

DISPLAY THIS SEAL. 





TURBO CHAMP 



DO YOU PLAY VIDEO GAMES?? 

I WANT TO PLAY LIKE A PRO! 
□ VCCf I want to subscribe to ELECTRONIC 

' co* GAMING MONTHLY for the low price of 
$19.95 for a full year (that’s 12 incredible 
issues for 50% off the cover price). 

To order, send the above form, with a check or money order for $19.95 to: 

SENDAI PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
1920 Highland Ave 
Suite 300 - Dept. A 
Lombard, IL 60148 



STEVE ED MARTIN SUSHI-X 

An amazing game that 
never got the attention 

An excellent cart which 
doesn’t skimp on the ac- 

Forget Budokan, this is 
Htrue martial arts action. 

Simply the BEST ninja 1 
game ever! The move- 1 

of wea^^^^^Cadows 

able! Nasty Bosses and 
^good music round it out! , 

jf
tl

lj
 

«= graphi^^E^^Ehentic 
Japan^E^^F Great 
game play and cool Boss¬ 
es. Best Turbo card yet. 

r first momentGietlost in 1 
the spirit of battle! 

Manufacturer: NEC 
Machine: TurboGrafx 
Cartridge Size: 4 meg 
Number of Levels: 7 
Theme: Action 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: October 





PACT-FILE 
Manufacturer: NEC 
Machine: TurboGrafx 16 
Cartridge Size: 2 meg 
Number of Levels: 7 
Theme: Action 
Difficulty: Average 
Number of Players: 1 
Available: October 1990 

SUSHI-X 

i This game is only vaguely 
I-similar to the first Axe 

i game. 

0 game 
^Tme Axe 

_ a decent 
game with cool graphics, 
but don't expect Axe. 

This is not a sequel! The J 
character looks different, j 
moves difla 
fights di 





NINTENDO EM 

REVIEW CREW 
Throughout the past 15 issues of Electronic Gaming 
Monthly, the four person Review Crew, led by Steve Harris, 
Ed Semrad, Martin Alessi and the mysterious Sushi-X, have 
dished up definitive ratings for dozens of games on all 
systems. Across these pages we present their reviews (as 
well as the EGM issue number for more info) in an effort to 
help you choose the game softs you purchase more wisely. 

TAINMENT SYSTEM 



SEGA MASTER SYSTEM 

STEVE ED MARTIN SUSHI-X 

Columns 
Dead Angle 
Dynamite Dux 
ESWAT 
Galaxy Force 

Ghouls And Ghosts 

STEVE ED MARTIN SUSHI-X 

Phantasy Star 2 

Revenge of Shinobi 

Space Harrier 2 
Super Hydlide 
Super Thunder Blade 
Target Earth 
Thunder Force 2 
Tommy Lasorda Baseball 

STEVE ED 

China Warrior 
Crater Maze 
Cyber Core 
Deep Blue 
Devil's Crush 
Double Dungeons 
Dragon Spirit 
Dungeon Explorer 

SYSTEM 

MARTIN SUSHI-X CAM 

9 9 Galaga '90 

Psychosis 
Space Harrier 
Splatterhouse 

STEVE ED 

NINTENDO GAMEBOY SYSTEM 

CAME STEVE ED 

Castlevania 8 
Double Dragon 7 
Flippul 7 
Golf 7 
Hyper Lode Runner 3 

ATARI LYNX 

CAME STEVI 

Blue Lightning 8 
Chip's Challenge 7 
Gauntlet 3 7 

Motocross Maniacs 
Revenge of the Gator 
Shanghai 

Super Mario Land 

MARTIN 5USHI-X 



came of the Month 

This Month's Game... 

Super 'C 

1. David Wright 
2. Chad Zenetzke 2,189,540 
3. Sean Fillner 2,083,900 
4. Cory Kivel 1,461,280 
5. Tom Watson 1,132,290 

High Scores!! 

9r999r9 
San Antonio, TX 
Kansas City, MO 

Lewiston, Ml 
El Paso, TX 

l 
t 

Came Score 

After Burner 
Bad Dudes 

Batman 
Burai Fighter 

Contra 
Double Dragon 

Double Dragon 2 
Godzilla 

Marble Madness 
Mega Man 

Ninja Gal Den 
Ninja Gal Den 2 

P.O.W. 

Rampage 
Road Blasters 

Rolling Thunder 

88,000 
14,335,970 

699,990 
6,502,300 
100,000 

6,553,500 
236,130 
399,680 

229,850 
534,500 
76,800 

1,635,600 
311,500 
39,443 

701,800 
92,100 

Chris Hoffman 
David Wright 

Jim Allee 
Ralph Mendes 

Steve Ryno 
Jason Sinclair 
Josh Winter 

Scott Trentman 
David Wright 
David Wright 

Ralph Balbagallo 
Donn Nauert 

Ray Severence 

entries by Nov. 30 

WIN BIG 

WITH 

EGMI! 
Now you can show off 
your game playing 
skills with your very 
own U.S. National Video 
Game Team jackets and 
T-Shirts. Each month 
the top score on our 
Game of the Month will 
be awarded a Team 

runners-up will receive 
official Team T-Shirts! 
Get your high scores in 

z Super Mario Bros. 3 
Tetris 
TMNT 

1,043,570 
1,386,380 
9,999,990 
307,879 

2,184,100 

Sergio Stugal 
Dean Enser 

Chris Hoffman 

Rules - All scores on Cyber Core must be received by November 30, 1990. If maximum scores are reached, the first five 
entries will be awarded prizes. All scores must be submitted on official Team entry forms an accompany a legible photo. Void 
where prohibited. Send SASE to High Scores, 1920 Highland Ave., Suite 300, Lombard, II 60148 for an official entry form. 



CALL 1-708-916-3147 For Up-tO-the 

Minute High Score Rankings!! 
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Came 
After Burner 

Double Dragon 
Missile Defense 3-D 

Out Run 
Rampage 

R-Type 
Shinobi 

Space Harrier 
Thunder Blade 
Time Soldiers 

Score Player 
9,704,000 Jeff Yonan 
234,400 Alex Stamos 
610,370 Brian Gaudreault 
659,000 Joe Tadder 

55,626,340 Dan Lee 
744,865 Max Rockafellow 

2,828,800 Brian GauDreault 
1,128,500 Brian GauDreault 
940,100 Brian Herrmann 

7,266,990 Bill Day 
3,054,000 Bob McGuire 
7,437,700 Rob Siegmann 

Came 

Bonk's Adventure 
Cyber Core 

Dragon Spirit 
Fantasy Zone 

Fighting Street 
Galaga '90 

Legendary Axe 
Monster Lair 
Side Arms 

Victory Run 

Score 
999,999,900 
23,457,020 

251,220 

Player 
Barry Bowman 
Brandon Fish 
Dave Adams 

464,900 
98.265,100 

547,600 

378,600 
3,848,600 

18 min. 44.16 sec. 

Steve Ports 
Brandon Fish 
Sergio Strugar 

Jeff Yonan 
Brandon Fish 

Mark Discordia 
Mark Discordia 
Jerry Tischler 

Came 
After Burner 2 

Curse 
Forgotten Worlds 

Ghouls and Ghosts 

Revenge of Shinobi 
Target Earth 

Thunder Force 3 

Score Player 
13,089,580 Jeff Yonan 
4,682,500 Lee Venteicher 
21.946.300 Corey Miller 
10.560.300 Jeff Yonan 
1,694,100 Tony DeSilvy 
I, 559,700 Glenn Stockwell 
II, 326,000 Jonathan Paleologos 
2,953,600 Jean Smith 
9,637,075 Eric Eisenberg 
5.397.300 Martin Alessi 
3,331,050 Tony DeSilvy 

Sena your 

High Scores 

to the Pros 

at the U.S. 

National 

ViOeo Came 

ream ana 

win vour Bia 

at video 

immortality! 

Enter Our 

Competition 

ana Sena 

your Scores 

to the Mag 

Came 
1943 

After Burner 
APB 

Diner (PIN) 
Double Dragon 

Operation Wolf 

Super Contra 

Score 
2,947,360 

68,588,000 
1,002,324 

89,220,000 
130,900 
529,800 

3,205,000 
212,350 

12,624,000(1 Play) 
10,640,310 

Player 
Brian Chapel 

November Kelly 
Greg Gibson 
Steve Ryno 

Brian Chapel 
Jerry Landers 
Leong Su Chin 

Mark Twitty 
Greg Gibson 
Martin Alessi 

that Ranks 

the Best 

Players in 

the WorlO! 

CALL THE U.S. HATIONAL VIDEO CAME TEAM 

TODAY FOR YOUR "TOP lOO" RANKING ON EVERY 

CAME (BOTH HOME AND ARCADES) EVER MADE! 



CAME OVER! 



HONEST MULTI-REVIEWS BY 

FOUR TOP PLAYERS! 

FIRST-LOOKS AND PREVIEWS 

OF NEW MASTER SYSTEM 

AND GENESIS GAMES! 

I WANT MEGA PLAY! 

The Ultimate ALL-SEGA Magazine! 

Please start my introductory subscription to MEGA PLAY - 
the ALL-SEGA GENESIS and MASTER SYSTEM magazine! 

Address ------ 

City_State . Zip_ 

Please include $9.95 for your subscription and mail to: 
Sendai Pub., 1920 Highland, Suite 300, Lombard, IL 60148 

Finally, a magazine made 
exclusively for owners of the 
Sega Master System and 
Sega Genesis! Introducing 
Mega Play, the first full-color 
publication with all the tips, 
tricks, reviews, and pre¬ 
views a Sega fan could ever 
want! Each quarterly issue 
of Mega Play is packed with 
behind the scenes info and 
photo-spreads of the latest 
8-Bit and 16-Bit sensations. 
And since it’s from the edi¬ 
tors of EGM, you know Mega 
Play is a magazine you can 
trust! . To get the most out 
of your Sega system, you 
NEED Mega Play! 

plus GAME MAPS, NEW INFO, 

GOSSIP, HIGH SCORES and more 

for your SMS and GENESIS! 

TIPS, TRICKS, AND SECRET 

STRATEGIES ON YOUR 

FAVORITE NEW GAMES! 

FROM THE EDITORS OF ELECTRONIC GAMING MONTHLY., 

Qo. 



WamincpTheFoll 
Chills, Dizziness And 



owinqMay Cause 
Shortness Of Breath 

The Lynx portable game system is every bit as good 
as home systems. 

It has great color and sharpness like a big screen TV. 
It has deep levels of play on popular and new games. 
And on some games, you will be able to link up to 

eight Lynxes so everybody can play together. 
It’s enough to give you chills. 
And make our competitors sick. 
It’s available at all major toy and electronic retailers. 

Call 1-800-443-8020 for ^ 
the dealer nearest you. ' .7^ . 





yr £i(^f|||A£| r 
Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 

they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity, 
please visit us at www.retomags.com 

only scan magazines with a cover date prior to December 1999. 
No profit is made from these scans, nor do we offer anything 

available from the Publishers themselves. 

If you come across;a®ne selling releases from 
Bllgife* piease do-npf support them and do let us know. 


